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A Cunning Plan
Act 1 begins with an ongoing artillery attack that is disturbing

Blackadder’s rest, an attack which Blackadder says will not help as
‘Jerry is safe underground’. Shortly after it stops, an air raid begins.
Believing it to be a German raid, Blackadder leaves an angry message
for the head of the Royal Flying Corps (“Message reads ‘Where are
you, you bastards?’”). But Blackadder is not thrilled to learn that
it was simply a display by the Flying Corps. Shortly afterwards the
brash and egocentric Squadron Commander Lord Flashheart crash
lands by the dug-out and punches Blackadder, believing him to be a
‘boche’. Baldrick and George are enraptured by Flashheart, though
Blackadder is completely unimpressed, viewing Flashheart as a “prat”.
As Flashheart leaves with Bob, Flashheart offers George a place in
the Flying Corps. Initially uninterested, Blackadder is more agreeable
when he learns of the “20 Minuters” squadron, so named because new
pilots only spend 20 minutes in the air.
At Staff HQ, Blackadder tries to join the Flying Corps. Captain
Darling tries to stop him, but General Melchett allows the transfer.
At basic training the next day, Blackadder learns that the flight
instructor is Flashheart, and that the actual reason for the name
‘Twenty Minuters’ is because the 20 minutes is the life expectancy of a
new pilot. Darling at this point assures Blackadder that he’ll be fine
as long as he has a good navigator. However, much to Darling’s glee,
the navigator is Baldrick.
Shortly after takeoff, both Blackadder and Baldrick are shot down
by a German plane and captured by Baron von Richthofen who wants
to learn the subtleties of British humour. He informs them of their
fate, which entails teaching home economics to young German girls
in a convent outside Heidelberg, which the Baron thinks will be a
fate worse than death to a British soldier; Blackadder feigns sorrow,
but he is, of course, overjoyed.
George, in the meantime, attempts to rescue Blackadder but is
informed that it would be pointless. He is shown a map showing
the land they have recaptured – 17 square feet, in actual size. He is
more successful in recruiting Lord Flashheart, who swiftly rescues
Blackadder and Baldrick. Blackadder tries to stall them and
get himself recaptured, but Flashheart is not fooled and forces
Blackadder out the door. Unfortunately, Richthofen appears and
confronts Flashheart, comparing the nobility and majesty of their
calling.

Act 2 depicts the final hours before a British offensive on the
Western Front of the First World War, and Captain Blackadder’s
attempts to escape his fate by feigning madness. After he fails to
convince General Melchett, and Field Marshal Haig’s advice proves
useless, he resigns himself to taking part in the push.
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Messages From The Front
Sandy Mackinnon has been in love with performing ever since his debut role as a polecat in a production of Noah’s Flood
when he was 11 years old. A review of his performance of third pirate on the left in an Adelaide performance of The Pirates
of Penzance accused him of the most outrageous example of upstaging ever seen on an Australian stage, a fact that does
not surprise those who know him well. Since moving to the Mansfield district to teach at Geelong Grammar’s Timbertop
campus, Sandy has involved himself in various MMuDS productions over the years, playing the role of the MC in ‘Cabaret’
in fishnet stockings and sequins…which WAS a surprise to his friends and family…, the role of Don Quixote in “The Man of
La Mancha” – his favourite role of all time - and directing his own musical Shakespearean comedy, “Much Ado about What
You Will.” Sandy has long been a fan of Blackadder and comedy of that ilk and is highly relieved that this role does not
involve any dancing or dressing up in drag.
Colin Price’s MMuDS journey began back in 2014 when he played the butler in the production of The Sound of Music. This

was his first taste of theatre, one which was very enjoyable and fulfilling. Having had his performing appetite stimulated,
what followed have been roles in Man of La Mancha (Padre), Beauty and The Beast (Cogsworth), and in 2017 Jekyll &
Hyde, the Bishop of Basingstoke and Spider - duel role. In 2018, Colin was a part of the lighting team for the production
of Mary Poppins. He found this very rewarding by gaining knowledge and experience in theatre production from the ‘other
side’. New challenges are presented with the staging of Blackadder Goes Forth as it will be his first play, rather than the
previous musicals. Colin’s attraction to this show and his character Private S. Baldrick comes from the opportunity to deliver
a rollicking comedic romp combined with a very powerful underlying message, which he is very much looking forward to.
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Kieren Innes-Irons moved from Melbourne two and a half years ago, and was looking for a way to be involved in the local
Mansfield community. As a huge fan of British comedy, coupled with a secret desire to tread the boards, the lure of the
casting call for Blackadder Goes Forth proved too much. With no acting experience whatsoever, Kieren has thrown himself
into the role of George with gusto. “I’m having an absolute ball”, Kieren said.“I would encourage anyone with the slightest
desire to act to give MMuDS a go”. The rehearsals have been so much fun, and the other cast and crew have been so
helpful and supportive of a novice like me”. With this one under his belt, I doubt we’ve seen the last of Kieren around
MMuDS productions.

Set Design & Construction - Barry Mills

Ian Todd joined the chorus of MMuDS’ production of Sweet Charity in 2013. One thing lead to another and, like so many
before him, he was hooked! Roles followed in Sound of Music (Captain Von Trapp), Beauty and the Beast (Lumiere), Lyfe
of Bryan (Naughtius Maximus) and Mary Poppins (George Banks). This year, he decided to try his hand in a non-musical
role and jumped at the chance to audition for a part in Blackadder Goes Forth, one of his favourite TV comedy series. Like
most of the cast, Ian is both a Rowan Atkinson and Stephen Fry ‘tragic’, so he’s thrilled to be performing the Stephen Fry
character, General ‘Insanity’ Melchett. Ian is looking forward to bringing this psychopathic character to life as part of a cast
of the very experienced and fresh faces, all with a common goal - to come up with a cunning plan!

Stage Crew - Josh Jenkins

Daryl Hunt is a veteran MMuDS performer who was attracted to Blackadder Goes Forth by the opportunity to perform
with a great close-knit cast and crew and such a wonderful storyline. He has not been disappointed and looks forward to
helping bring this clever scipt to life.
Geoff Pitt haz been wiz ze MMuDS for 3 yearz now. His stage debut waz zat of Stan/Loretta in Lyfe of Bryan. He played
Poole during ze Jekyll & Hyde musical in 2017 and now he iz a German officer, Oberlutnant von Gerhard, who is so proud
of ze greatest living German, Baron Manfred von Richtoven. He iz loving it all and especially likes ze part where he sayz
‘Do not try to escape or you will suffer even vorse”!
Lachlan Barrett devotes much of his to time to MMuDS. Acting is his passion and hopes to eventually make a career out
of bringing smiles to an audience. He is greatly enjoying playing the uptight and pedantic Captain Darling.

Paul Hanratty was last on stage in the middle ages when he attended University. He made a brief (very brief from the
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photos) appearance as Frankenfurter in the Rocky Horror picture show. But being a long time admirer of “Blackadder” and
having made his children endure many quotes, puns and the odd cunning plan from the tv series, there was nothing for it
but to don the uniform and be part of it all.

Visual & Sound Effects - Ian Mallyon, Michael Isbister

Megan Kavanagh is excited to be part of a MMuDS production for the first time having moved to Mansfield only two years
ago. During her university years Megan completed actor training with Geelong Screen Actors Studio and Melbourne
Acting Studio. She’s happy to be on the stage again this time as ‘Driver Parkhurst’ and as the Stage Manager.

Journalist - Allison Walker

Jayden Harper has also recently moved to Mansfield. He believed an appropriate introduction to his new community

would be to flail maniacally on stage in front of the whole town, however he began to question the sanity of that decision
as opening night loomed ever closer. His previous acting experience is small, including several high school productions,
as well as a YouTube series he made in university, titled ‘The Adventures of Perry and Jester’, which received high praise
from both of his co-stars. Jayden hopes you don’t judge him too harshly based on the actions of Squadron Commander
the Lord Flasheart. Apart from uncannily similar facial features, the two have little in common.
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MMuDS has been presenting performing arts programs since 1982,
providing entertainment and participation opportunities for
community members.
MMuDS also supports complimentary arts activities, including MAD
Orchestras, Play Reading Group, Local Vocals Choir and The Actor
Factory youth program.
Patron support helps MMuDS to create productions of high artistic
standard, within a pricing framework, which promotes community
accessibility.
The support of Patrons is vital to the long-term success of local
theatre in Mansfield and the encouragement of ever more
ambitious projects for the enjoyment of our audiences, cast and
production personnel.
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